
Is “Re-imagining” AAPG Really Necessary?

Is re-writing the Constitution and By-Laws
good for the Organization and its members?



If you were a business, losing over $1MM/year for the last 10 years – would you change your structure, or fix the finances?
If you are going broke – do you move people around to different offices?  There has been no cost analysis of this new
“structure” and we have spent $100,000’s of dollars re-writing the By-Laws (three times in as many years) – but no attempt
to fix Headquarters.



The Elephant in the room



We should fix the current By-Laws taking out references to staff so that
volunteers can fill the gap or take care of themselves.



Figure 1

(a) – *Data corrected for asset sales. GSA sold $10MM in assets in 2022 (b)

(c) (d)

*

Had to divide SPE revenue by 3 to get it to fit on the graph

Actual declines in revenue from 2014-2022:  GSA – 33%; AAPG – 37%; SEG – 49% and SPE – 51%





HOWEVER!
It is not fair, nor correct, to blame Headquarters for the financial bind we find ourselves in….you see, they have
to follow the dictates of the Executive Committee, per our Constitution.

Several times in the past 10 years, HQ has made recommendations for cost savings (like an all digital
Explorer) and have been turned down by the EC at the time.  There have been attempts to close down the London
office for many years, but they keep getting overridden by the EC – until this past year!  The stark reality of over
$800K of cost in the last eight years finally hit home and it will still take time/cost to finally extricate ourselves.

The roller coaster ride Headquarters takes each year depending upon the whims of the EC, should drive 
anyone nuts!  Seems there is a “pet project” to be “saved” almost every year….or distractions such as 
Mergers and Re-imagination structural changes.  I bet, when all is said and done, that the cost of attorney’s
fees and Parliamentarian fees for the last three By-Laws re-writes will approach almost $200K.  How is
that for productivity?

To be sure, we have GOT to put the financial house of AAPG in order before we change the structure – 

There is also no real “budget” – it is a collection of “wish-list” items from Regions, Committees, EC and AC
which make up the costs/income list (for the most part) – which is not really a “budget” – but unicorns, fairies 
and butterflies! Over estimation of income and under estimation of costs – will get you every time.



What the new By-Laws do to the organization:



Point #1
The requirement for a geosciences degree
has been removed from the full voting
membership category.

People can currently become a full Member
without a geoscience degree if they are
actively involved in the geosciences and can
get a degree waiver – which we have always
had, and the system is working just fine.

But – without the Geoscience degree 
requirement – what kind of “Association” 
do we become?  The American Association
of Stem Graduates?

This opens the door for a name change, and
in fact, one of the Ad Hoc committee 
members has already admitted that a 
name change is next after this passes.

They want to take out “American”, “Petroleum”
(and substitute Energy – but we don’t do solar
and wind!), and possibly “Geologists” (since now
we will be an Association of STEM graduates!)



They are putting together Regions over the affiliated AAPG Sections, adding another layer of
governance, additional cost and less efficient communication. 

Point  #2



Numbers on Slide:
Domestic (3 “Regions”)      = 7521
International (5 “Regions”) = 6067
(Domestic regions to include Canada)

REAL numbers* of VOTING members (paid up)
Sections (current)                                 = 6120
Regions (incl. Canada with 145)         = 2417

This is the number that is important.  Associate
and Student members may pay dues – but they
cannot vote for candidates or major rules changes
in the organization (currently)

Meaning DOMESTIC members are 72% of the 
total, and have been reduced to three Regions of
representation, while five International
Regions will represent only 28% of the VOTING
Membership

If you include Canada in the North American Regions, that
number goes to 77% and 23%!

* Numbers taken from Drop Analysis provided to EC from Headquarters as of January 1, 2024

Re-imagine Committee’s numbers are MISLEADING and totally incorrect! 
Each Region will have representation on the new board – so now the US (and Canada) will only have three seats, 
while the International Regions will have five seats 

(“paid” membership includes students and Associate members)



They are putting together Regions over the non-affiliated AAPG Sections, adding another layer of
governance, additional cost and less efficient communication.  Plus, this will cause 16 additional elections!



This new structure calls for the elimination of the House of Delegates – instead – we will have Region “Ambassadors”
The Region Ambassadors will have no relationship to governance of the organization or any amendments to the 
By-Laws.  Can you say “Welcome to Walmart”?

So, they are eliminating the HoD, which has always been the representation of local geological societies, the backbone
and heart of the AAPG   This year, the House Delegates made calls/emails to over 11,000 members who were on the 
“Drop List” for non-payment of dues.  They were able to get over 8000 members to reinstate!  At an average of 
$100/member – that is over $800K in potentially lost revenue AAPG was able to recoup!  That makes the House one of
the better “profit” centers in the organization!

Point #3



The new By-Laws eliminates the position of Treasurer, instead creating a “financial” committee composed of Regional representation.  
It eliminates the Divisions as such, now calling them “Energy Innovation”, “Sustainability” and “Business & Certification”

You will have to declare which
Directorate you want to “affiliate” 
with, in order to have your vote 
counted.  You may belong to more
than one, but will have to pay 
extra fees.

Point #4 – I guess if we couldn’t MERGE with SPE – we are going to look like them.

Only place for member representation!

CAB

Academic
Relations



The committees are made up of ONE member from each “Region”
which means, at this point, the International Regions will have five voting
members and the North American Regions will have only three – even though
North American members outnumber International voting members more than 2:1

The impact means that it will be harder to present candidates for nominations
and Honors and Awards if you are from one of the North American Regions.

In the most recent draft of the By-Laws – proportional representation is not 
mentioned.







This committee is now the C&BL? – to carry forward
with the Transition, but still not allowed to make any
By-laws changes.  However, it is not apparent in this wording
that this is the case.

Up to 58 elections will have to take place! We have a hard enough time finding people to fill the slots we currently have
for elections – how is this going to work?



What can be done to help AAPG if this should not pass the HoD?

1) I will ask Kenneth Mohn (incoming Chair of the House) to create three new Committees within the House
 a)  Nominations Committee to be made up of proportional representation of all Sections and Regions.  
 This committee would review all candidate paperwork and letters of recommendation and submit
 two qualified candidates for each office to the Executive Committee.  The immediate Past President would
 be the Chair of this committee – but NON-VOTING except for breaking ties.

 b)  Honors and Awards Committee to be made up of proportional representation of all Sections and Regions.
 This committee would review all candidate’s names which have been submitted and the letters of support
 for AAPG Honors and Awards.  They would then submit the list to the Executive Committee for approval.

 c)  Membership Committee to be made up of proportional representation of all Sections and Regions.  This
 committee would review all membership applications submitted.  They would determine which, if any needed
 a Degree Waiver, and submit those to the EC for approval.

This first move does two things – it eliminates the Advisory Council, saving over $100K/year from needless zoom meetings
 and staff time, plus the elections process to populate the Council.  It also saves the Past President from two 
 additional years of service time, making it easier to draw in qualified candidates to run for President-Elect.
It also saves staff time and puts back into the hands of the House, the vetting of membership applications, which was one of the
 primary functions of the House when it was formed!
2) Look at ways to somewhat disconnect the EC in making ALL the financial decisions of the organization – getting rid of 

 Sacred Cows and putting the budget process on a more consistent basis.  No more “will of the President” to 
 keep money-losing events/programs alive.  Work to identify underperforming staff members.  Work to sublet
 Tulsa office to at least break even on maintenance costs.

3)  Have the Sections and Regions take over their own elections without AAPG staff being involved.  There is a need to re-engage the 
 volunteers in the organization.  We used to be a “volunteer” run organization – now we are a “service” organization
4) Remove much of the staff involvement from the Regions, and get them to be “stand-alone” like the Sections.  This alone would save

 several hundred thousand dollars a year!
                           And this is just the beginning! – No need to restructure with the tools are already in place.



Until you fix the financial problems at 
Headquarters – this plan is just moving 
the deck chairs around on the Titanic
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